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ABSTRACT

Academic plagiarism is regarded as a serious offense and much effort in the past has been devoted to build 
stand-alone plagiarism detection systems for a specific language. This paper proposes a new information 
retrieval-based plagiarism detection algorithm that handles multilingual documents and enables seamless 
integration with learning management systems. The proposed algorithm employs information retrieval 
and sequence matching techniques to identify suspected plagiarized sentences and permits parametric 
control to reduce both false-positive and false-negative results. The full-featured implementation, called 
iChecker, not only could quickly identify suspected plagiarized works but also ease academics’ effort to 
evaluate the severity of the offence by a quantified measure. Currently iChecker is adopted by over 300 
courses (with some having several hundred of students) and has obtained satisfactory results. During 
2012 to 2016, iChecker has processed and verified a total of 276,943 documents in English, Traditional 
Chinese and Simplified Chinese text.

1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Plagiarized and collusion of assignments and course works has aroused the concern of academics. With 
a vast amount of information online, the Internet and electronic databases offer tremendous convenience 
for students to search and download relevant information for completing their assignments and students 
might be lured to plagiarism. It becomes necessary for academics to put effort to identify the plagiarized 
works and to properly educate students of intellectual property. However, scanning of students’ work for 
copying are not only time consuming but also impractical sometimes particularly in large classes where 
assignments are independently marked by multiple tutors.
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More and more universities introduce the policy of compulsory plagiarism checking of students’ 
works. This motion has a direct impact on the workload of academics. Academics have to be involved 
in the sanction of students’ work and draw a reasonable line between fair use and plagiarism. Except 
verbatim copying, detection and proof of plagiarism are not trivial. To alleviate the burden of academ-
ics, universities can either develop their own plagiarism detection system (PDS) or subscribe services 
of commercial PDS.

Plagiarism typically involves copying idea of others without permission or appropriately crediting 
the source (Paredes et al. 2007). Martin (1994) has suggested six types of plagiarism, ranging from 
simple verbatim copying that are easy to detect to completely rewritten ideas of others that are difficult 
to recognize, as illustrated in Table 1.

It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to detect all types of plagiarism mentioned in Table 
1. Amongst these six types of plagiarism, word-for-word plagiarism and paraphrasing plagiarism are 
relatively easy to be reliably detected automatically without human involvement. Except these two types 
of plagiarism, the others are more elusive and therefore are difficult to develop efficient algorithms for 
automatic plagiarism detection (Mozgovoy et al. 2010; Barrón-Cedeño et al. 2013).

Existing plagiarism detection systems are specifically designed for either textual documents or pro-
gramming codes. Suspected plagiarisms are identified within a local collection of documents (hermetic 
or collusion detection) or from external sources such as the Internet (Web detection). Both commercial 
products and open-source freeware are available. Most commercial plagiarism systems (e.g. Turnitin) are 
proprietary and installed in a server which provides services via the Internet. Open source freeware (e.g. 
Ferret, Sherlock and WCopyfind) are typically installed on the client-side. Most of the existing textual 
plagiarism detection systems are designed specifically for English. This paper will focus on server-side, 
hermetic, textual plagiarism detection for both English and Chinese languages.

Ferret is an open-source plagiarism detection software built by Lyon et al. (2001, 2002, 2003) in 
Computer Science department of University of Hertfordshire. The idea of the algorithm is to evaluate 
the similarity among the set of three consecutive words (trigrams) in the concerned documents. The 
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